In recent work in the sociology of education, the primary effects of stratification are defined as the effects of social class origins on preparation for future educational attainment. The secondary effects are then the net direct effects of social class on the transition to the next higher level of education, which are interpreted as average effects of class conditions on students' choices. In this article, the standard model of primary and secondary effects is laid out in explicit form, and primary and secondary effects are then estimated for college entry among recent high school graduates in the United States. The challenges of estimating these effects for educational transitions in the United States are then explained, focusing on the weak warrant for causal inference that is used to justify the calculation of counterfactual net differences across classes. Alternative estimates of associational primary and secondary effects are then offered, after which the prospects for the identification of causal secondary effects by conditioning on additional confounders are assessed. In conclusion, an appeal is made for attention to the policyrelevant patterns of heterogeneity that research on primary and secondary effects may be able to reveal, and a case is made for elaboration and direct
Since the 1940s, social stratification researchers have devoted considerable effort to modeling the effects of social background on educational attainment in the United States. Erikson and Jonsson (1996) , Erikson et al. (2005) , and Jackson et al. (2007) have developed new methods for estimating background effects on educational attainment that have shown their value in empirical models of educational transitions in European societies. Should these new methods also be adopted by researchers who investigate similar educational transitions in the United States?
The methods proposed by Erikson and his colleagues adopt a conceptually appealing distinction between the primary and secondary effects of stratification, usually attributed to a model of educational opportunity proposed by Boudon (1974) . 1 The primary effects of stratification on educational attainment are the effects of social class origins on the current levels of performance that constitute preparation for higher levels of educational attainment. The secondary effects are then the net effects of social class origins on educational attainment, which are interpreted as choice-based effects that emerge after preparation-determined effects have been purged from the total effects of class. These secondary effects, it is maintained, reveal the prevalence of decisions among lower-class students to forego the option of pursuing educational degrees that they are sufficiently prepared to pursue. Erikson et al. (2005:9730) note that their empirical methods are based on an implied model where ''a student achieves a level of academic performance and then makes their choice about whether to continue'' to the next level of education. Combining the implicit assumptions of this model with empirical data, strong conclusions have been offered for educational transitions in Great Britain and Sweden. Jackson et al. (2007:224, italics in original) , for example, write, [I] t is a serious error to concentrate attention entirely on class differences in academic performance. . . . Over and above differences of this kind, class differences further occur in the choices that are made by students, . . . with students from less advantaged class backgrounds being less likely to take educationally more ambitious options than students from more advantaged backgrounds, and even when their academic performance would make such options entirely feasible for them. This conclusion in turn raises major theoretical and policy issues. Jackson et al. (2007:224) then argue for policies that target ''resource and informational constraints'' to promote alternative choices among the high performers in the working class. 2 All preexisting work on primary and secondary effects has analyzed educational transitions in European societies. This article presents estimates of primary and secondary effects on college entry in the United States and then demonstrates the methodological challenges that confront the methods of this new research. These challenges include (a) a weak causal warrant for interpreting net class coefficients from simple logit models as evidence of class-based choices, (b) reliance on average log-odds measures of relative importance, and (c) inattention to consequential forms of unit-level heterogeneity. The first challenge may be particularly acute for educational transitions in the United States, but the second and third are quite general.
The article proceeds in five sections. First, the standard model of primary and secondary effects is laid out in explicit form. Second, primary and secondary effects are estimated under this formalization. Third, a critique of the existing model is offered with reference to educational attainment processes in the United States. Fourth, a descriptive set of associational models is developed, which it is argued should represent a first step in future modeling of primary and secondary effects. Fifth, the prospects for causal models of primary and secondary effects are then assessed with an augmented model that conditions on some of the variables presumed to lie along the backdoor paths that confound the causal effects in the standard model. The article concludes with an appeal for direct modeling of the choice-based mechanism that is implicitly assumed to generate secondary effects and a discussion of unexamined forms of policy-relevant heterogeneity.
A Simple Structural Model of Primary and Secondary Effects
Figure 1a presents a causal graph that, as noted by Erikson et al. (2005) , is the simplest possible causal model of primary and secondary effects. For the graph in Figure 1a , Class is a categorical measure of social origins, P is a measure of recent performance in school, and G is an indicator variable for whether a student goes on to the next level of education. Although models in this tradition of analysis are meant to apply to all educational transitions for which choices are possible, in this article the transition of interest is entry into four-year colleges among recent high school graduates in the United States.
For the graph in Figure 1a , the primary and secondary effects are the causal pathways Class ! P ! G and Class ! G, respectively. 3 In pathmodeling language, the primary effect is the indirect effect of class origins on college entry that is mediated by academic performance in prior schooling. The secondary effect is the remaining direct effect of class origins on college entry.
In the literature inspired by Boudon, the secondary effect has a choicetheoretic foundation. The causal graph in Figure 1a does not convey in any way what Boudon means when he writes that ''the primary effects of stratification cause the youngsters to be differently distributed as a function of their family status in . . . such dimensions as school achievement'' and then that ''the secondary effects of stratification have the result that the probabilities of choosing [educational course] a rather than b, which are associated with each point in this space [defined by the dimension of school achievement], will be greater the higher the social status'' (Boudon 1974:30) . The following model brings this choice-theoretic framing in line with the causal graph in Figure 1a .
Suppose that there are three classes to which students belong based on the occupations of their parents, as in Erikson et al. (2005) and Jackson et al. (2007) . Membership in these classes is measured by three indicator variables S, I, and W for the salariat, intermediate, and working classes, respectively. Suppose that these three classes are mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories defined by Class in Figure 1a .
The decision of whether to go to college after high school is determined by
where G is an indicator variable for whether a student goes on to college and P is a measure of performance at the end of high school. In addition, U is a composite measure that includes all other substantive determinants of college entry, scaled such that higher values of each component of U always predispose an individual to go to college. 4 Finally, f (:) is an arbitrary function that is weakly increasing in both P and U, and t is an invariant threshold for the educational transition. 5 To now link the model in equation (1) to standard procedures for estimating primary and secondary effects, consider the elaborated causal graph in Figure 1b , as well as four assumptions about the relationships between Class, P, U , and G that generate its structure: Assumption 1 (Class is a common cause): P and U are increasing in the levels of Class, such that E½PjS = 1 ! E½PjI = 1 ! E½PjW = 1 and E½U jS = 1 ! E½U jI = 1 ! E½U jW = 1. Assumption 2 (P and U are conditionally independent): P and U are independent of each other within Class, such that Pr½PjClass, U = Pr½PjClass and Pr½U jClass, P = Pr½U jClass. Assumption 3 (no backdoor paths from Class):
There are no variables X that lie along backdoor paths that begin at Class and end at G, such as Class X ! G, Class X ! P ! G, or Class X ! U ! G. Assumption 4 (no backdoor paths from P and U): There are no variables V that lie along backdoor paths that begin at either P or U and end at G, such as
Consider how these four assumptions, when paired with the model in equation (1) , generate the causal graph in Figure 1b . Assumption 1 stipulates the existence of the causal effects Class ! P and Class ! U , and the model in equation (1) stipulates the existence of the causal effects P ! G and U ! G.
6 Assumption 2 stipulates that the causal pathways Class ! P ! G and Class ! U ! G are isolated from each other, in the sense that there are no direct causal effects between P and U that would generate the additional pathways Class ! P ! U ! G or Class ! U ! P ! G. Assumptions 3 and 4 stipulate that there are no causal variables that generate associations between Class and G, between P and G, or between U and G that do not lie along the direct causal chains from Class ! P ! G and Class ! U ! G.
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Thus, this assumption states that no common causes of any two variables in the causal graph in Figure 1b have been erroneously suppressed.
Maintaining the simple structural model in equation (1) and assuming the causal structure depicted in the graph in Figure 1b based on Assumptions 1 through 4, the primary and secondary effects of stratification are then the two separable causal pathways Class ! P ! G and Class ! U ! G, respectively. The primary effect is the effect of Class on G that operates indirectly via P, and the secondary effect is the effect of Class on G that operates indirectly via U. The graph in Figure 1a is best regarded as a simplification of the graph in Figure 1b , which is permissible because U is unobserved. 8 
Estimates of Primary and Secondary Effects on College Entry in the United States
In this section, estimates are offered for the primary and secondary effects of stratification on college entry among high school graduates in the United States. The data are drawn from the 2002-2006 Education Longitudinal Study (ELS), which is a national sample of high school sophomores in 2002, followed up in 2004 and 2006 . Additional details of the data source and the variables used in the analysis are provided in the appendix (which can be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/). Table 1 presents the distribution of the sample, and the central variables of the following analysis, across two alternative operationalizations of ''class.'' The rows of Table 1 are defined using the standard measure of social class employed in past analyses of primary and secondary effects: the three-tiered Erikson-Goldthorpe (EG) class schema of salariat, intermediate, and working classes. This variable is a recoding of the occupational positions of mothers and fathers into a single ''family class'' variable. The columns of Table 1 are defined by the most common measure of family background utilized in the modeling of educational attainment in the sociology of education in the United States, socioeconomic status (hereafter, SES). The SES variable that is utilized is a linear composite of mother's education, father's education, mother's occupational prestige, father's occupational prestige, and family income. For Table 1 , and in subsequent analysis, the sample is divided into SES tertiles, thereby obtaining three equal-sized SES groups for comparison with the three (not-equal-sized) EG classes more typically analyzed for models of primary and secondary effects.
Two basic patterns characterize Table 1 . First, class and SES groups are strongly but imperfectly related. Because SES includes parental occupation as one of its components, SES and class share a common component. Yet the relationship between the two is not exact because SES is a composite ranking that is based also on variables for parental education and family income.
Second, both performance in high school and subsequent college entry vary with both measures of family background in expected ways. The highest mean level of performance, .568 on a standardized scale, is observed for members of the salariat who are also in the highest SES group. This group represents 30 percent of the full sample, and 65.8 percent of these students then carried on to a four-year college within six months of graduating from high school. At the opposite extreme, the 22.6 percent of the sample who were in the working class and also the lowest SES group had a mean performance level of -.404 on a standardized scale. Only 23.9 percent of these students entered college after high school graduation. The SES and class marginal distributions in the last row and column of the table, respectively, show that higher levels of SES and class are always associated with higher levels of performance and college entry. In the joint distribution in the cells of the table, slight variation in the pattern is present. Some of the departures from conditional monotonicity may be genuine, but sampling error for some of the small cell sizes (especially for high-SES, working-class students) is a more likely explanation. Classification error is also a candidate explanation.
In the main body of this article, the analysis of primary and secondary effects is offered for EG classes to preserve fidelity with the extant literature on primary and secondary effects that is critiqued. In the appendix, equivalent models are presented using SES groups. As detailed there, the overall patterns are broadly similar, with SES only slightly more predictive. Table 2 presents three logit models for high school seniors that predict entry into a four-year college within six months of high school graduation. All three logit models are weighted by the estimated inverse probability of being in the analysis sample, multiplied by the panel weight developed by the data distributors.
Models of College Entry and Predicted Entry Rates
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Model 1 is a null model presented to demonstrate that baseline associations between class and college entry are substantial. The magnitude of these effects was already presented in the final column of Table 1 . As shown there, the college entry rates are 54.1, 40.6, and 28.5 percent for the salariat, intermediate, and working classes, respectively. The coefficients of Model 1 demonstrate that, when parameterized in a logit model, the lower observed rates for the intermediate and working classes are not only substantially different but also highly statistically significant because the coefficients are high multiples of their standard errors. When performance is added for Model 2, net class differences decline. When interactions between performance and class are included for Model 3, the fit improves slightly. The association between performance and college entry may be slightly weaker for the working class, but this difference is just within conventional levels of expected sampling error.
Either Model 2 or Model 3 could be considered a viable representation of primary and secondary effects in this tradition of analysis since each model estimates net class effects that persist after an adjustment for performance. The recent literature on primary and secondary effects has established the more highly parameterized Model 3 as the standard model.
Predicted probabilities from Models 2 and 3 are presented in the two panels of Table 3 . The nine cells of each panel give the estimated probability for each of the three classes that would prevail if the class kept its own performance distribution but transitioned through the estimated college entry regime for each of the three classes.
The diagonals of each of the panels are the same, as they report simple unconditional probabilities of college entry, which are .541, .406, and .285 for the salariat, intermediate, and working classes, respectively. These are simply the predicted entry rates for each of the three classes if they moved through their own observed college entry regime.
The values off the diagonals of each panel are what-if college entry rates, labeled ''counterfactual transition rates'' in the primary and secondary effects literature (see Jackson et al. 2007 , Table 5 ; also see Erikson and Rudolphi 2010, Table 2 , for corresponding ''counterfactual log odds''). Because the results are very similar for Models 2 and 3 from Table 2 , consider only the second panel of Table 3 , which is based on the standard model of primary and secondary effects. The value of .423 in the upperright-hand cell of the table is the estimated probability that the salariat would enter college, assuming that the salariat retained its performance distribution but moved through the college entry regime of the working class. Rather than moving through a logit model with an index function of À:246 + (1:266) Performance as its argument, the salariat moves through a logit model with an index function of (À :246 À :543) + (1:266 À :142) Performance as its argument. Thus, the observed college entry rate of 54.1 percent on the diagonal is reduced in this counterfactual scenario to 42.3 percent. Similar comparisons reveal a strict ordering of transition rates, as determined by the distribution of performance and the estimated logit parameters. Higher classes have lower college entry rates when they pass through the college entry regimes of lower classes, and vice versa.
From College Entry Models to Estimates of Primary and Secondary Effects
Where are the primary and secondary effects in Table 3 ? This section presents two ways of converting the predicted probabilities in Table 3 into estimates of causal primary and secondary effects: probability-based estimates and odds-based estimates.
Probability-based estimates. Six secondary effects exist for counterfactual movement in both directions between the three classes. For the comparison of the salariat to the working class, there are two contrasts Table 2 .
where the summation is over the countable set of values p that performance, P, can take on. For the comparison of the salariat to the intermediate class, there are two analogous contrasts:
For the comparison of the intermediate class to the working class, there are two final contrasts:
Accordingly, point estimates of these six effects can be calculated directly from the cells in Table 3 . For the standard model in the second panel, the secondary effects are as follows: Notice the patterned directionality of the effects, which is determined by the structure of the definitions and the parameter estimates from the underlying logit model. Counterfactual downward moves generate negative effects on college entry, and counterfactual upward moves generate positive effects on college entry. For example, SE S to W = À :118, but SE W to S = :095. These shifts are interpretable in clear substantive terms, if they are regarded as causal effects. For example, they suggest that 11.8 percent of the salariat that entered college would not have chosen to enter college if they instead had the choice-based secondary effect that applied to the working class. Given the scale of typical effects in college entry research, 11.8 percent of students in one class and 9.5 percent of students in another class would represent large purported effects of choice. Primary effects are then defined as the portion of the total class differential that is not attributed to the secondary effect,
where the differences in brackets in each definition are direction-defined total class differentials. For the standard model in the second panel of Table  3 , the primary effects would then be, where the differences in brackets are total class differentials extracted from the diagonal of the panel and the values of the secondary effects are taken from equation (8) .
Under these definitions of primary and secondary effects, the model allows for six class-referenced comparisons of the relative sizes of primary and secondary. For example, the observed total class differential for upward movement from the working class to the salariat is .256, which can be decomposed into a primary effect of .161 and a secondary effect of .095. In the opposite direction, the total class differential is -.256, which can be decomposed into a primary effect of -.138 and a secondary effect of -.118. Thus, each pairwise class comparison is decomposable in two ways, depending on the direction of the estimate of the secondary effect.
The extant literature on these effects does not discuss why these two decompositions differ. The reason should be clear from the definitions in equations (2) through (7). The secondary effect estimates are averages of individual-level effects over the performance distribution in the class from which counterfactual movement originates. Because the existence of primary effects generates class differences in performance, the direction of the calculation of the secondary effects will generate differences in the magnitudes of estimated secondary effects.
Odds-based estimates. Before carrying on to analyze the weaknesses of the underlying model that generates these estimates, it is necessary to consider how primary and secondary effects are defined and calculated in the work of Erikson et al. (2005) , Jackson et al. (2007) , and others following their lead. Although not too dissimilar from what has just been introduced, there are differences of note that result from (a) shifting away from probability differences to log odds ratios and (b) averaging further to produce combined estimates of primary and secondary effects that ignore the direction of counterfactual movement.
To make the differences clear, consider an equivalent demonstration of the calculations for movements between the salariat and the working class (again based on Model 3, using the four probabilities in the corners of the second panel of Table 3 : .541, .423, .380, and .285). The relevant four steps, as outlined most clearly in Jackson et al. (2007) , are the following: where the order of division for the what-if log odds ratios is chosen to result in positive log odds ratios only.
3. Calculate the relative importance of primary and secondary effects as two ratios of the log odds ratios calculated in the last step:
Relative importance for salariat to working : :475
Relative importance for working to salariat : :429 1:083 = :396:
4. Take the average of these two relative importance measures:
The secondary effect of class origins in a comparison of the salariat to the working class is then equal to 41.8 percent of the total class differential in the log odds ratio. That which is left over, in this case 58.2 percent, is the primary effect. Following this procedure for all comparisons of classes would result in three measures of average relative importance (by equation (13)), which themselves would be averaged versions of six underlying relative importance measures calculated from log odds ratios (as in equations (11) and (12)). Notice that, in Step 4, two nominal relative importance measures are averaged together in pursuit of a single number summary for the whole class comparison. The difference in the sizes of the two measures of relative importance in equations (11) and (12) receives no attention, even though the differences are produced by genuine individual-level heterogeneity that is then averaged across alternative distributions of performance that exist in the two reference classes.
Should probability-based effects be preferred?. In comparison to the oddsratio-based measures of primary and secondary effects, the probabilitybased primary and secondary effects (equations (2) through (7) as well as equation (9)) have an advantage of transparency. The causal effects are defined as differences in probabilities, and the direction of counterfactual movement is clearly denoted by sign. Probability differences are more natural than odds ratios when rates of entry are being calculated, as is commonly the case for models of college entry in the United States. Probabilities have clear frequency interpretations, which allow for straightforward interpretations as expected shifts in portions of the relevant subpopulation. The probability-based effects also make clear that secondary effects are averages of individual-level effects that are weighted by the distribution of performance in the class from which counterfactual movement originates.
The odds-ratio-based effects have one clear advantage. They can be brought more easily into dialogue with classic results from social mobility studies, where odds ratios are often decomposed in intergenerational models of class entry. Other advantages may exist, but these have not been fully articulated by the developers of these methods.
On balance, a case can be made that the probability-based effects should be preferred, at least for college entry in the United States. For this reason, probability-based effects are offered in more detail in this article.
Causal Identification of the Standard Model
Beyond the choices of the measure for class and log-odds representations of counterfactual rates, there are more fundamental challenges to these methods if the estimated effects are meant to be imbued with causal interpretations that yield policy implications (as they have been in the past). As mentioned earlier, these challenges may be more acute when the methods are applied to educational transitions in the United States.
Return to Figure 1b and the Assumptions 1 through 4 that justify it as a causal model of primary and secondary effects. Is there any support for the Assumptions 2, 3, and 4 that stipulate that the primary and secondary effects can be isolated from each other and that confounding common causes do not exist?
First, consider Assumption 2, which states that P and U are independent conditional on Class. The recent literature on primary and secondary effects has challenged this assumption. Erikson et al. (2005:9733) recognized that the causal interpretations of their results rest on the tenability of the ''implicit potentially causal model'' that is depicted in this article as Figure 1a . They then noted that a ''more realistic model has an unobserved component, early choice,'' and they then offered a causal graph, for discussion, that is similar to what is presented in Figure 2a in this article.
This augmented causal graph in Figure 2a includes a third path, Class ! AD ! P ! G. For Erikson et al. (2005) , AD is an unobserved anticipatory decision to go on to the next level of education, but one that is taken some years prior to the actual educational transition. As a result, the anticipatory decision structures P in the run up to the educational transition, which they note will lead to an underestimate of the secondary effect (Class ! G) if the anticipatory decision is unobserved. Their point, expressed with Figure 2a , is that the secondary effect of stratification now operates through two causal pathways, Class ! G and Class ! AD ! P ! G. If AD is unobserved, then the pathway Class ! AD ! P ! G is absorbed into Class ! P ! G. The effect of Class on P via AD is then implicitly attributed to the direct effect of Class on P, which shifts some of the true secondary effect to the estimated primary effect. As a consequence, by their reasoning, the estimate of the secondary effect is downwardly biased and the estimate of the primary effect is upwardly biased. Jackson et al. (2007) and Erikson and Rudolphi (2010) offer similar interpretations.
This conclusion is not necessarily incorrect, but it is certainly sanguine. Based on the literature on college entry in the United States, I would argue instead that the causal graph in Figure 2a is too simple as well. 10 I would include exogenous variables that determine Class, U , and G and then also allow the intermediate unobserved variable U to be more inclusive than just an anticipatory decision or an unobserved choice-based mechanism.
Accordingly, consider the more general causal graph presented in Figure  2b , which is an elaboration of the causal graph in Figure 1b after Assumptions 2 and 3 are abandoned in relation to Class and U. In addition to the two causal pathways Class ! U ! G and Class ! P ! G carried forward from Figure 1b , the causal graph in Figure 2b now includes additional paths through the variables U and X. The first, Class ! U ! P ! G, is analogous to the path Class ! AD ! P ! G proposed by Erikson et al. (2005) . Five additional backdoor paths from Class to G also have arisen: Class X ! G, Class X ! P ! G, Class X ! U ! G, Class X ! U ! P ! G, and Class X ! P U ! G. These five backdoor paths through X generate supplemental dependence among Class, U, and G.
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Consider some of the variables that the literature suggests belong in the background cause X in relation to some of the variables presumed to belong in U. It is often argued that, for many educational transitions in many contexts, race serves as a variable in X while perceptions about the opportunity structure serve as a variable in U. Accordingly, race would be a common cause of both Class and beliefs about the opportunity structure that are now embedded in U. The backdoor paths Class X ! U ! G and Class X ! U ! P ! G then follow from the positions in the literature that perceptions of the opportunity structure, now in U, determine G directly and also determine G indirectly via prior preparation P. Furthermore, the backdoor path Class X ! P ! G is supported by the literature that argues for racial bias in performance evaluations, whether generated by tests of dubious quality or by teachers with biased expectations.
Although race is perhaps the most obvious variable to include in X, at least for educational transitions in the United States, other variables that signify categorical distinctions may also belong in X, such as place of residence in contexts where neighborhood disadvantage leads to forms of social isolation. Moreover, these variables in X then entail mechanistic structural variables in U that carry their causes on to college entry. These new variables in U would include institutional features of schooling, such as between-school differences in instructional quality and within-school curriculum differentiation. These variables in U then must have effects on both prior performance, P, as well as direct effects on college entry, G. Such causal pathways cannot be considered mechanistic elaborations of Boudon's choice-theoretic conception of the secondary effects of stratification. They are instead a separate component of the net association between class and college entry that is best attributed to a broad structural interpretation. Now consider the even more subtle consequences of abandoning Assumption 4, as is the case for the causal graph presented in Figure 2c that includes backdoor paths from U and P to G through a new set of variables in V. For context, suppose that V includes a set of institutional features of schooling, such as between-school differences in instructional quality, that do not have an unconditional association with Class, as might be the case if they were exogenously determined by idiosyncratic policy differences across school districts in the United States. As such, V structures the graph in Figure 2c by generating supplemental associations between U, P, and G that are, at first glance, unrelated to Class, and presumably then to the primary and secondary effects generated by class.
To see the complications that now arise, note first that this causal graph includes two causal pathways Class ! U ! G and Class ! P ! G carried forward from Figure 1b as well as the path Class ! U ! P ! G that is akin to the additional path suggested by Erikson et al. (2005) for their ''more realistic model.'' However, there are now three new paths between Class and G that are generated by the common-cause subpaths U V ! G and P V ! G. These three paths are
Note that these paths are not backdoor paths from Class to G. None includes a common cause that determines Class, as was the case with X in Figure 2b . Moreover, each of these three paths is blocked because P and U serve as colliders on these paths, preventing the paths from generating a supplemental association between Class and G. 12 In this sense, the dependencies imposed on U, P, and G by the new variable V may seem innocuous.
In practice, however, problems immediately arise from the fact that U and V are unobserved. If one follows the traditional strategy of conditioning on P to partial out the primary effect to develop an estimate of the secondary effect that operates by way of U, then the residual association between Class and G reflects no less than three net associations that cannot be separated from each other. The first, Class ! U ! G, is the secondary effect as defined in this literature. The other two associations arise from formerly blocked paths that connect Class and G: Class ! P V ! G and Class ! U ! P V ! G. Because P is a collider on these two paths, conditioning on P opens these paths by generating new associations between Class and G (via V and U) within strata defined by P. These associations then contribute to the net association between Class and G in ways that cannot be attributed to choice-based secondary effects.
Overall, this consideration of the consequences of variables X and V, as well as the many causal pathways that they introduce, should be sobering for those who might consider adopting these methods for educational transitions in the United States. For completeness, Figure 2d presents a full causal graph that combines the graphs in Figures 2b and 2c . The very simple causal graphs in Figure 1 hardly seem to give a solid foundation to the causal interpretations typical of current modeling practices, were they to be offered for college entry patterns in the United States.
Using standard methods would be tantamount to replacing the many pathways through X and V with a simple stand-in path Class ! U ! G. In this case, U would be regarded as an unobserved intervening variable that serves no purpose other than transmitting the net direct effect of Class to G. Treating U in this way would probably lead to overestimation of the secondary effects of stratification, as structural effects would then be let in through the backdoor and attributed by assumption to Boudon's choice-based secondary effects. At the same time, the estimates of the primary effects, Class ! P ! G, would then be confounded by similar additional pathways, although in less clear ways than for the simple case of a sole anticipatory decision considered by Erikson et al. (2005) . When interpreted as estimates of causal effects, the biases in estimates of primary and secondary effects from standard estimation practices would therefore contain many Figure 2 . Alternative causal models for the putative primary and secondary effects of stratification countervailing sources, making a priori claims about the direction of total bias impossible.
A Simpler Associational Model
When one steps back from strong causal interpretations, a natural question arises: Should an even simpler descriptive approach to estimation and interpretation be embraced? Two points support this position. First, classreferenced differences based on Table 3 invite unwarranted causal interpretations from readers, both because of the influence of past analyses and because the differences are ineluctably tied to particular observed individuals in particular classes. Efforts to avoid ''what-if'' counterfactual language when considering such differences are unnatural, and such language is used throughout Erikson et al. (2005) , Jackson et al. (2007) , Erikson and Rudolphi (2010) , and other articles following in this tradition. Second, the differences estimated (e.g., in equations (8) and (10)) cannot be easily mapped back to classes themselves, instead only in pairs for directional movement between classes. When more than three classes are considered, the interpretive advantage of having a smaller number of class-specific descriptive parameters grows. 13 
From Marginal Means to Associational Effects
A simpler associational analysis strategy is presented in Table 4 . For three separate models, the table reports marginal means, which are the mean college entry rates for the full sample as if the full sample transitioned through the college entry regime of a particular class, under the specification of a particular model. In this subsection, I interpret only the models that are labeled the ''null model'' and the ''standard model. '' Consider first the null model of college entry where the sole predictors in the logit are two dummy variables for class (i.e., Model 1 from Table 2 ). The marginal mean entry rate is the predicted college entry rate for each class implied by the model if all members of the sample were in that class. Since the model includes no additional information beyond class, the marginal mean entry rates are equal to the observed college entry rates for the three classes.
Now consider the standard model of college entry for classes, where the standardized measure of performance in the senior year of high school and its interactions with class are added to the null model (which is then Model 3 from Table 2 ). For this model, the marginal means are calculated in the same way as for the null model, but now the model incorporates the performance characteristics of all individuals as well as the class-specific relationship between performance and college entry. Accordingly, the marginal mean for each class is the predicted college entry rate of all individuals in the sample if they kept their performance levels but transitioned through the relevant college-entry regime of the referenced class.
Associational primary effects can be calculated using the marginal means from the null and standard models. For the salariat, the marginal mean for college entry under the standard model is .476.
14 Rather than 54.1 percent of salariat entering college, as in the null model, the standard model predicts that only 47.6 percent of the salariat would enter college if the salariat had the performance distribution of the full sample rather than its own observed performance distribution. The difference between these two numbers is therefore a meaningful measure of an associational primary effect because it reflects the difference in the college entry rate that can be attributed to the particular performance distribution acquired by the class. Under this logic, class-specific associational primary effects can be calculated by subtracting marginal means of the standard model from the marginal means of the null model:
Associational PE S = :541 À :476 = :065,
Associational PE W = :285 À :367 = À :082:
Associational secondary effects can then be formed by taking differences between the marginal means from the standard model, since the remaining class differences reflect net direct associations with class after the model adjusts for performance differences. Associational secondary effects for class comparisons are then, Source: See note to Table 1 . 11, 400 . A modest amount of data were imputed with best subset regression methods.
The symmetry across pairs of these associational secondary effects is generated by the method of calculating marginal means, where the entire sample is moved through each of the three class-specific college entry regimes. All of the underlying individual-level associations are averaged over the full distribution of performance, not the class-specific distributions of performance for the differences presented earlier in equations (2) through (7). As a result, the associational secondary effects for class comparisons differ only in sign within pairs, and these signs indicate only the direction of movement. Differences between pairs are attributable solely to the class-specific index functions implied by the estimated coefficients of the logit model.
Finally, if one wishes to then have class-specific associational secondary effects, which can be compared to class-specific primary effects, then these can be formed by taking the difference between the marginal mean for each class from the standard model and appropriately chosen reference values for each class. In descriptive analysis, where the goal is simply to summarize the data in an efficient and organized way, alternative types of reference values could be chosen. I would argue that it makes sense to favor one more than others: class-sized-weighted averages of the marginal means of the other classes, as in, 
where, as shown in Table 1 , .503, .197, and .300 are the probability masses associated with the relative sizes of the three classes. With these chosen reference values, the associational secondary effect of a class is then the predicted probability of college entry if all members of the sample were in that class minus the predicted probability of college entry if no member of the sample were in that class but instead were in the alternative classes in proportion to the observed sizes of those alternative classes. A benefit of having class-specific primary and secondary effects, as in equations (14) and (16), is that relative sizes of these effects can then be constructed. For the salariat, the associational primary effect is about the same size as the associational secondary effect, at .065 and .079, respectively. For the intermediate class, the associational primary effect is smaller and negative at -.036, and the associational secondary effect is close to 0 at .007. For the working class, the associational primary effect and the associational secondary effects are both relatively large and negative, at -.082 and -.099, respectively. In combination, the associational primary and secondary effects of the working class are more negative than the combined effects are positive for the salariat.
Of course, offering interpretations labeled associational primary and secondary effects is itself awkward and unnatural. This will be a legacy of this research tradition as long as the word effect continues to be used in a general way. Semantic clarity would be well served by using the word effect only for contrasts that have a strong causal warrant, but it is perhaps too late for this particular set of models.
Toward Causal Models of Primary and Secondary Effects
Having laid out a simple method for estimating associational primary and secondary effects in the last section, this section has two goals. First, a demonstration is offered on how to use standard conditioning techniques to attempt to develop more credible estimates of causal primary and secondary effects in the United States. The chief constraints on this strategy, as is shown, are the dearth of data on students' choice behavior as well as the additional assumptions that must be introduced (and which are unlikely to be regarded as uncontroversial by researchers with opposing theoretical orientations). Second, an explanation is offered for why research on primary and secondary effects will be especially valuable when patterns of underlying heterogeneity can be effectively analyzed. These patterns are central to an understanding of the consequences of hypothetical interventions on the cost of higher education, which has been of particular interest in both the primary and secondary effects literature in Europe and in the college entry literature in the United States.
Evaluating Alternative Strategies for Causal Identification
The causal identification issues discussed earlier are challenging, but they are not fundamentally insurmountable. The first step to address them is to understand the predictive power of other variables that fall along the causal pathways that emanate from social class. This is part and parcel of an attempt to understand whether backdoor associations that confound estimates of genuine choice-based secondary effects can be partialed out of the analysis.
The final column of Table 4 presents additional marginal means based on a logit model that includes additional predictors alongside and interacted with class. For this augmented model, six additional variables are added to the standard model, resulting in a logit model for college entry predicted from performance, educational expectations, immediate plans, and significant others' influence. As summarized in Table 5 , the three educational expectations variables are for high school seniors' own expected years of education as well as the expectations maintained for them by their mothers and fathers. The two immediate plans variables signify whether seniors expect to attend either a four-year college or a two-year college immediately following high school (in comparison to either a vocational school or no further education). The significant others' influence variable is a composite of whether a respondent reports, as of the senior year, that his or her parents, peers, and teachers expect that the respondent will go to college after high school. All six variables are standard predictors of college entry in sociology from the status attainment tradition (see Sewell, Haller, and Portes 1969 and citations to it) . For the augmented model, class differences in the marginal means decline substantially, with, for example, the marginal mean for the salariat decreasing from .476 to .455, while the marginal mean for the working class increases from .376 to .403. How should one interpret the narrowing of these marginal means? Does the augmented model suggest that one can pursue estimation of causal secondary effects after conditioning on these additional variables? One could certainly substitute the marginal means for the augmented model for those derived from the standard model into the same difference-based estimators of associational primary and secondary effects in equations (14) through (16). Associational interpretations can then be offered.
But can one go further to (a) generate predicted values for counterfactual movement, as in Table 3 , and then (b) offer causal primary and secondary effects by recalculating primary and secondary effects with analogous estimators to those used in equations (8) and (10) for the standard model?
The answer to this question requires taking a position on the location of the variables for expectations, immediate plans, and significant others' influence in the causal model in Figure 2d . Because these variables are used in empirical models derived from many alternative theoretical traditions (see Morgan 2005) , one could argue for at least two positions for models of college entry in the United States.
The most common interpretation in the sociology of education would follow directly from the status attainment tradition. Expectations and plans would be considered characteristics of individuals that are shaped by socialization processes (measured by significant others' influence), which then crystallize in early adolescence and remain stable through early adulthood. From this perspective, educational expectations, plans, and significant others' influence are components of U that are determined by both Class and X (and perhaps with significant others' influence as a mediating variable that transmits the effects of Class and X to expectations and plans). Moreover, because these variables are not explicit components of a choice process, they are not the choice component of U that is thought to generate the causal secondary effects suggested by Boudon. Under this interpretation of where the additional variables belong in the causal graph, one could then reestimate the predicted probabilities in Table  3 and then assert that resulting causal secondary effects akin to those defined in equations (2) through (7) are closer to the true causal secondary effects than those offered in equation (8) . One could then calculate estimates of refined causal primary effects, as in equations (9) and (10) . At a minimum, the resulting causal secondary effects could then be regarded as upper-bound estimates of the true secondary effects, since there may still be some additional backdoor confounding produced by other causal pathways through X and U (and perhaps as induced through V when conditioning on P).
A permissible alternative interpretation would suggest that this conclusion is mistaken because expectations, plans, and significant others' influence should be considered indicators of the anticipatory decision that Erikson et al. (2005) argue may be an essential component of secondary effects. By conditioning out these effects, the augmented model artificially biases the secondary effect estimates toward zero. Under this second interpretation, the prior secondary effect estimates presented earlier in equation (8) based on Table 2 would be preferred, and might even be regarded as lower-bound estimates for the reasons stated earlier in the discussion of Figure 2a . 15 The lesson that is suggested by these results is therefore quite sobering for the prospects of standard conditioning strategies: It is unlikely that efforts to model backdoor paths with existing national data in the United States (or perhaps in any country) will deliver clear identification of net direct effects that can then be imbued with choice-based causal interpretations. For most data with which these models have been estimated in the past, rich sets of adjustment variables are not available at all. Even when they are available, as is the case for the ELS data analyzed in this article, it is unclear how one should interpret direct effects net of variables whose measurement is motivated by other theoretical traditions. As a result, scholars are unlikely to agree that any particular set of available conditioning variables will be effective at removing the desired portion of the association between class and college entry for each of the classes, leaving a net effect of class that is widely agreed can be interpreted as the sole product of choice.
Because the data that currently exist are ill-suited for efforts to purge non-choice-based contamination from educational choice processes, it would seem that a necessary step in an analysis of causal primary and secondary effects is to directly model the choice mechanism that constitutes the genuine secondary effect of interest. If what is desired in this research tradition is an estimate of the number of students in each class who choose not to enter postsecondary education even though they are prepared to do so, then research needs to shift toward models of the causal pathways that are embedded in the implicitly assumed choice processes, as in GabayEgozi, Shavit, and Yaish (2010) and Stocké (2007) for regional samples in Israel and Germany, respectively. There is much sociology to be completed in this effort. We still have a poor understanding of how information about costs and benefits is differentially available and differentially utilized by students and parents from alternative locations in the structure of social advantage in the United States (see Dominitz and Manski 1996; Avery and Kane 2004; Grodsky and Jones 2007) .
Implied Heterogeneity
One reason to pursue causal identification within a primary and secondary effects framework is that such identification will permit the examination of important heterogeneity of causal effects, as discussed in this subsection.
Recall that when discussing the estimates of causal secondary effects, based on the predicted values from Table 3 and presented in equation (8), the magnitudes of these effects were not equal within pairs. For example, the value for SE S to W was -.118 while the value for SE W to S was .095.
As stated earlier, such differences are attributable to the definitions of the estimators in equations (2) through (7), which weight individual-level effects over class-specific distributions of performance. This explanation then begs a question: Why should this matter?
Recall the formalization of the standard model presented earlier in equation (1) . For this model, the parameter t is a fixed threshold for enrollment, based in the choice-theoretic tradition on the relative costs and benefits of education. Now consider a graphical depiction of this basic model for the salariat and the working class, presented in Figure 3 , that strips away the randomness that occurs in real contexts, assumes linearity of f (:) that is positive in P and U, assumes that U varies by class by a structural constant, and assumes that U does not vary directly with P beyond the constant class difference. In this scenario, the uppermost line in Figure 3 depicts for the salariat only the expected relationship between f (P + U ) and college entry. The parallel line just below it is the same relationship for the working class, with the space between the two lines representing the assumed structural constant difference in U between the two classes. Note how students are distributed along these lines, assuming each class has 10 students within it. Because of the primary effects, the average level of performance P is higher for the salariat. As a result, students from the salariat are, on average, farther to the right-hand side in the figure.
Now consider college entry patterns. Students shaded black enter college because they are above the threshold t, and students shaded gray do not enter college because they are below the threshold t. Accordingly, 9 of the 10 students from the salariat enter college, and only 2 of the 10 students from the working class enter college. These differences in college entry are produced solely by class differences in both P and U.
The heart of the explanation for the lack of equality within pairs of secondary effects can be found in the interval around the threshold t, delineated by dashed vertical gray lines. Note first that a counterfactual shift that moves students from one class to the other class is equivalent in this simplified model to moving the students vertically from their line to the line of the alternative class. Under this operation, consider first the students from the salariat to the upper right of the delineated interval. If all eight of these students fell straight down to the line for the working class, they would still remain above the threshold and hence still enter college. In effect, each student would swap her or his prior value of U for the lower value of U that characterizes working-class students with the same level of performance. For these students, the swap would be inconsequential. Similarly, the student in the salariat who is already to the lower-left of the delineated interval would still not go to college if she or he fell to the working class line. Only the sole student from the salariat who is within the delineated interval would cross the threshold in the counterfactual scenario. Thus, applying the expression in equation (2), we have :8 À :9 = À :1 for SE S to W .
An equivalent set of counterfactual moves from the working class line to the salariat line would result in three students crossing the threshold for college entry. The two students to the upper right of the interval would still enter college after shifting to the salariat line, and the five students to the lower left of the interval would still not enter college after an equivalent shift. However, each of the three students within the interval would cross the threshold when moving to the salariat. Thus, applying the expression in equation (3), we have :5 À :2 = :3 for SE W to S . Overall, for this simple example, SE S to W does not equal SE W to S , as was suggested in the discussion earlier of equations (2) and (3) . Now consider what would happen if, under the same exact scenario, t increased as in Figure 4 . Fewer student would enter college, and the relative magnitude of SE S to W and SE W to S would flip signs. The value for SE S to W would be :2 À :8 = À :6, while SE W to S would be :2 À :1 = :1: The result would be SE S to W + SE W to S = À :5, not :2 as for Figure 3 .
As Figures 3 and 4 suggest, one could build a general model for how these patterns of heterogeneity would unfold under alternative fixed thresholds and under alternative specific functions for f (:) in f (P, U ). Such a model will not be pursued here because the goal of this section is more modest. I only wish to make two simple points. First, if primary effects exist, then the distribution of P will vary by class. This alone will ensure that different proportions of the classes will almost always fall on either side of the threshold that determines who moves on to the next higher level of education (i.e., except for a single threshold value, unlikely ever to obtain, that would perfectly balance the asymmetry conditional on U). Second, because primary effects will necessarily generate such an asymmetry, directional shifts will not generally be equal in expectation.
These asymmetries are meaningful and highly relevant if, as recent scholarship on primary and secondary effects has contended, this scholarship is meant to be relevant to the evaluation of policies that promote access to Figure 4 . The same model as in Figure 3 but with a higher threshold for college entry higher education. Policy interventions that shift values for U will have differential effects for different classes, and these are the expected effects of informational changes that were advocated by Jackson et al. (2007) and Erikson and Rudolphi (2010) in Great Britain and Sweden, respectively. Likewise, shifts in the costs of higher education, which is another common policy proposal, would shift t downward, inducing more students to enter college, but differentially so for different classes depending on the proportions of the classes in the interval across which the threshold traverses. All of these effects will vary with the strength of primary effects that structure P differentially for classes. To the extent that primary effects are powerful, classes will approach the college entry decision from very different profiles of observed characteristics, and the expected effects of interventions will then vary accordingly.
Overall, the current literature on causal primary and secondary effects does not attempt to account for these heterogeneous effects, even though the framework is ideally suited for pursuing their estimation. This is an area of as-yet-unfulfilled promise for these models, and it will be greatly aided if causal identification of the secondary effects can be achieved, as outlined in the prior subsection.
Conclusion
Boudon's model of primary and secondary effects of stratification on educational transitions is a promising conceptual framework for separating the effects of students' own choices from the standard baseline family background and preparation effects that are known to also determine patterns of educational attainment in the United States. This article has demonstrated that the empirical methods that have been used recently in the sociology of education to examine educational transitions in many European societies, and which are inspired by Boudon's distinction, do not yield sufficiently strong conclusions about the sizes of these causal effects in the United States, and perhaps elsewhere. Instead, the models yield contrasts that can be misleading because they invite unwarranted causal interpretations.
As an alternative, this article proposes a simple model of associational analysis that is less prone to unwarranted causal interpretation and also yields straightforward descriptive decompositions of estimated primary and secondary effects (albeit ones that permit only associational interpretations). In addition, the article demonstrates that backdoor conditioning with available national data is unlikely to lead to estimates of primary and secondary effects that have clear and sufficiently convincing causal interpretations. the father had an intermediate class occupation but the mother had an 35 intermediate class or working class occupation, and (3) families were coded as working class if the father had a working class occupation but the mother had either an intermediate class occupation or a working class occupation. This coding provides some consistency with definitions of class that use only father's occupation but also gives some weight to mother's class position as well.
The SES variable was constructed by the data distributors, which is a linear composite of mother's education, father's education, mother's occupational prestige, father's occupational prestige, and family income. The underlying data were drawn from both parent-provided information and student-provided information, as well as some imputed information developed by the data distributors. That such a measure is absent, however, should not be very consequential. One of the reasons that the U.S. Department of Education employs an updated math test for the 2004 ELS but not an updated reading test is that prior work shows considerable stability in relative rankings throughout high school for reading achievement. In contrast, math achievement is more dynamic, mostly because of greater curriculum differentiation across students.
College Entry Models with SES Groups
Given the strong preference for modeling educational attainment in the United States as a function of SES rather than class, Table A1 offers analogous results to those in Table 2 but with two indicator variables for SES groups rather than classes. (Models were also estimated with quartiles and quintiles of SES. These alternative models differed very little, merely creating more finely graded results.)
A comparison of Chi-squared test statistics between Tables 2 and A1 suggests that SES is a stronger predictor than class. In one sense, this is obviously true; the same number of parameters is .t to the data, and the Chi-squared value is higher for Model 1 in Table A1 . Moreover, Table 1 already showed a stronger baseline relationship between SES and college entry (i.e., entry rates of 54. 1, 40.6; and 28.5 for the three classes but more widely dispersed entry rates of 65.6, 40.2, and 23.9 for SES tertiles). Yet, this comparison is somewhat unfair to class as a predictor, given that SES is a composite of five underlying components. Table 2 . Tables A2 and A3 are analogous to Tables 3 and 4 . Similar broad patterns of predicted college entry rates prevail for SES groups, though the differences are slightly more substantial than for the class categories. Overall, it seems reasonable to conclude that, if one switched away from classes to SES groups, as would be the common practice in studies of college entry in the United States, some differences in the strength of patterns would result. Yet, the overall conclusions of the effort would be rather insensitive to such a change, suggesting that the reliance of Erikson et al. (2005) , Jackson et al. (2007) , and others on classes has not created too great of a disjuncture with the literature on college entry in the United States. (1) 15. Finally, it is worth considering whether additional conditioning would result in the elimination of all class differences. If the conditioning set for the augmented model is expanded by including 15 additional variables for race, family structure, region of residence, urbanicity, and sector of school, the marginal means change little. The marginal means are .452, .444, and .398 for the salariat, intermediate, and working classes. It seems fair to conclude, therefore, that much of the backdoor associations generated by broader demographic factors and school sector differences are screened off by conditioning on the more proximate determinants of performance and choice in the augmented model offered in Table 4 .
